Press Release

EMX Honda 150 Championship
at Frauenfeld-Gachnang (Switzerland) - Day2

Emil Weckman rode to another race win in what was a challenging second moto for the
CRF150R riders, taking the top honours in both races at the Switzerland GP in Frauenfeld.
After losing out on the holeshot to Estonia’s Henry Vesilind, Weckman quickly made his
way through to take the lead on the first lap. Following closely and hoping to challenge for
the top positions were Leopold Ambjornson, Lenaic Pilorget, Andrea Bonifacio and Yago
Martinez.
Weckman started to pull away from the rest of the field, but during the early stages of the
moto the chain came off after over-jumping the triple causing the young Finn to stop.
After fixing his bike Weckman found himself in fourth with the top three riders still in his
sights.
After riding hard to catch them, Weckman was able to use the remaining laps to find his
way through to regain the lead of the race and extend his championship lead further.
It looked set that Vesilind would take second but a small crash in the final stages of the
race relegated him to fourth, promoting Hakon Fredriksen to second and Yago Martinez to
third.
It was a close call as to who would be joining Weckman on the podium with Fredriksen,
Martinez and Vesilind all finishing the GP of Switzerland with 40 points each. Due to better
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results in the second moto Fredriksen and Martinez took the second and third spots on
the podium respectively.
The final round of the 2016 Honda 150 European Championship, where the championship winner will receive a Honda supported EMX250 ride, will take place in Assen, The
Netherlands (27-28 August).
Emil Weckman - “Was tough race today because my chain came off on the third lap I
think. I overjump the triple a little bit and then the chain came off. I fixed it but I couldn’t get the focus after that but when I see Henry, Yago and Hakon then I get the focus
back and made no mistakes. Tough race though. Last year was pretty tough in Assen
with only two points between me and Jack, this year I have a little bit bigger gap. I like
the track there, it’s good for me and I’m not feeling the pressure”.
Davy Dousselaere, Honda Europe Off-Road Manager - “It was another tough race for our
riders today but they all took to the challenge and performed very well. I am very impressed with Emil and the maturity with which he is riding. I am also very pleased with
the riding we saw from Henry Vesilind, Hakon Fredriksen and Yago Martinez. These are
all riders that we had in the championship last year and I am delighted with their progress and the increase in their ability. Throughout the field we have some very talented
riders and some very good battles out on track. We now head to Assen for the final
round and it will be another type of track for the kids to experience and I’m really looking forward to seeing who will excel there this year”.
Full results on FIM Europe website: http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/251
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

